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AN EXPLORATION OF HEAT CONSUMPTION FOR PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC 

HOT WATER IN CENTRAL HEAT SUBSTATIONS 

E. Tuomas, A. Skrinska 

1. Introduction 

The biggest part of users in Vilnius satisfy their 

needs for heat from the district heating system [1]. 

The heat is supplied in two ways: directly into build

ings and via central heat substations (CHS). The sec

ond scheme is widely used. In Vilnius over 170 CHS 

are installed. In this case the hot water is supplied 

from the heat source to CHS by a twofold pipe system 

and further from CHS to users by a fourfold pipe sys

tem. According to this scheme, the heat medium (hot 

water from district heating network) breaks up into 

two flows [2]. One of them is for heating of buildings, 

and the other for production of domestic hot water. It 

should be emphased that for heating of premises and 

for production of domestic hot water the same heat 

medium from district heating is used. 

Most of the heating systems of buildings in Vil

nius are connected to the district heating system di

rectly, ie the heat medium from district heating flows 

directly into the heating system of buildings. Vilnius 

City is located on a hilly relief and the district heating 

network follows the earth surface. Due to such a re

lief, water pressure in the district heating network can 

be less or over the permissible limit and it is danger

ous, especially for heating systems of buildings. To 

avoid such problem in district heating of Vilnius 16 

pump stations keeping required hydraulic regime are 

installed. 

District heating system is closed in Vilnius and 

therefore in the process of production of domestic hot 

water, the water from district heating network is used 

as a heat medium. Domestic hot water is mostly pro

duced in tube and shell heat exchangers by the heat 

supplied from the district heating system. The heat 

exchangers are installed in CHS. In such a case, heat 

consumption for the production of domestic hot water 

from the technical point of view is very closely con

nected with the heating of bathrooms when they are 

heated by towel rails. The towel rails get the heat from 

the same domestic hot water. Therefore, the problem 

of heat consumption for the production of domestic 

hot water can not be analysed separately from the 

heating system. Under the above-mentioned circum

stances, the problem was investigated experimentally 

in one of CHS. During this investigation heat distri

bution, heat transfer and heat losses were established. 

Also, the parameters of hot domestic water were ana

lysed. 

The CHS located in Lazdynai (a district of Vil

nius) was chosen as the subject of investigation. 

2. Method of analysis 

The central heat substation in a district of Vilnius 

and all buildings to which heat and hot water were 

supplied from that substation were chosen as a subject 

of analysis. 

The thermal water in central heat substation 

breaks up into two flows: for heating of buildings and 

domestic hot water production. The water for heating 

is supplied to individual heat substations by pipes in

stalled in passable ducts. Temperature of thermal wa

ter is not changed except for a natural drop due to the 

heat losses between the heat source and heat substa

tion of the user. In the latter, temperature of the 

thermal water is reduced by jet pump. The thermal 

water is cooled in the heating system and returns to 
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the central substation. There it is mixed with thermal 

water from heat exchangers and directed to the main 

of district heating. 

Hot water is produced in instantaneous tubular 

heat exchanger, which consists of two stages and then 

is supplied to the buildings as thermal water by pipes 

installed in the same ducts. Part of the hot water is 

used for domestic purposes and the rest, as a circulat

ing one, is returned to the second stage of heat ex

changer in central heat substation. The cycle is over. 

Flow rates of thermal, hot and cold water, 

amount and flux of heat transported by them were 

metered and recorded. The total flow rate was me

tered by PREMA WP 125 type flowmeter. The flow 

rates for heating and circulating hot water were me

tered by PREMA WS 80 type flowmeters. Heat 

amount was fixed by stationary integrators at these 

meters as a product of flow rates and temperature dif

ferences. The mentioned flow rates of heat mediums 

were also recorded by MITEC AT 40 data loggers. 

Temperature was measured by MU-TE 100 sensors 

and signals of pulses were sent by pulse cables MU

DP 100. All parameters were fixed every 3 min and 

their average values were recorded every 15 min in a 

memory of data loggers. Flow rate of cold water was 

metered by CTBf-1-100 meter. Outside air tempera

ture was recorded every 30 min by Tinytalk II data 

logger at the same period. The parameters of thermal 

water in individual heat substations of buildings were 

fixed by stationary heat meters of different types. The 

flow rates of hot and circulating water were measured 

also by stationary installed flowmeters and tempera

ture by Tinytalk II data loggers with Pt-100 sensors. 

All data from metering equipment (amount of 

water, transported heat amount, duration of period 

between readings) were recorded at the same moment 

(5 min accuracy) in the central heat substation and 

individual heat substations of buildings. The total 

amount of thermal water GT and the heat amount QT 

that was transferred by that thermal water as well as 

thermal water for production of domestic hot water 

(GTHw=Gr-GH) and transferred amount of heat by it 

(0THw=01 QH)· The amount of hot water produced 

for domestic purposes was kept equal to the amount 

of cold water which was fixed by meter M4 and sup

plied to a heat extender (GHW=Gcw). Temperature of 

hot water was being recorded by data logger perma

nently. The amount of water GcRw in circulating cir

cuit and the heat losses OcRw in it was fixed. Accord

ing to the amount of heat which was transferred from 

thermal water to the domestic hot water, heat needs 

for 1 m3 production of domestic hot water was estab

lished: 

(1) 

Lost heat in circulating circuit for 1 m3 produc

tion of domestic hot water was calculated: 

(2) 

For control of experimental data, the amount of 

heat needed to produce 1 m3 of domestic hot water 

was found: 

qHw = ( Onrw-OcRW )/GHW. (3) 

This amount of heat was compared with theoreti

cally calculated amount according to the equation (4): 

(4) 

where: c - specific heat of water, kJ/(kg· 0 C); tHw- tem

perature of hot water, oc; lew - temperature of cold 

water, oc. 
According to the readings of heat meters in indi

vidual heat substations, the amount of heat for heating 

of each building Q8 was established during the investi

gation. The total amount of heat for heating of build

ings LOs was compared with the amount of heat for 

heating QH which was measured in the central heat 

substation. The differences of these results, calculated 

according the formula 

(5) 

the amount of water GH and of heat QH for buildings gave the percentage of heat losses in distribution dis-

heating was measured. The pulse cables and tempera- trict heating network between the central heat substa-

ture sensors of the above-mentioned data loggers were tion and buildings. The ratio between the amount of 

used in parallel to get the data about the regime of hot and circulating water gave a possibility to find av-

use. The difference of readings gave an amount of erage needs of hot water per person per day. 
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3. Investigation results 

The variation of temperatures of supply and re

turn hot water from district heating and its flow rate 

can be seen in Fig 1. 

The diagrams show that during the investigation 

the flow rate was almost constant and the tempera

tures varied due to the qualitative regulation in heat 

source- combined heat and power station (CHP). The 

heat medium (hot water from district heating net

work) after it reached CHS breaks up into two flows. 

oc; 1/s 

One of them for heating of buildings and another for 

production of domestic hot water. The distribution of 

these two flows and their variation for a time is pre

sented in Fig 2. 

Heat flux for production of domestic hot water 

significantly varies during the day and the character of 

this variation is similar for all days. The total heat flux 

in the main corresponds to the nature of the heat flux 

for production of domestic hot water (Fig 2). 
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Fig 1. Flow rate and temperature of heat medium 
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Fig 2. Heat fluxes in CHS 
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The flow rates carrying the mentioned above heat 

fluxes as seen from Fig 3 are not equal. The biggest 

part (over 60%) is used for heating and the rest for 

producing domestic hot water. The ratio of these 

fluxes is not constant. Flow rate for heating should be 

constant according to the condition of qualitative con

trolling but it is not because the mentioned condition 

is broken very often. Flow rate for production of do

mestic hot water varies according to variation of sup

ply heat medium temperature. The variation of total 

heat medium flow rate was about ±10%. 
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Fig 3. Flow rates of heat medium 

Consumption of domestic hot water as seen from 

Fig 4 varies during the day and significantly increases 

at about 8 a.m. and considerably decreases at about 12 

p.m. Domestic hot water consumption fluctuate on a 

very large scale. The ratio between the upper and 

lower limit varies during the all day up to 10 times. 

From the daily consumption data we have an average 

consumption of domestic hot water between 50 and 75 

I per person per day. The real energy consumption for 

domestic hot water production (Table 1) during dif

ferent periods was investigated. 
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Fig 4. Daily consumption of domestic hot water 
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Table 1. Heat consumption for hot domestic water 

Periods of Amount of Amount of heat 

investigation supplied domestic Total For unit of pro-
hot water, m3 

GJ duction, kWh/m3 

1997 12 02.15:40-1997 12 09.16:00 816,9 271,0 92,15 

1997 12 09.16:00-1997 12 19.15:40 1121,1 412,0 102,28 

1997 1219.15:40-1997 12 29.16:45 1215,3 401,3 91,26 

199712 29.16:45-1998 01 28.13:00 3410,4 1158,0 94,34 

1998 0128.13:00-1998 02 11.10:15 1582,1 595,1 104,48 

Fig 5. Energy consumption distribution for domestic hot 
water production: A - for heating of water; B - heat losses in 
domestic hot water mains; C - for heating of bathrooms; D -
heat losses in buildings 

By measurements of heat consumption from 

91,26 kWh/m3 up to 104,48, an average result 96.75 

was established. The theoretical consumption accord

ing to the (4) equation should be 56,53 kWh/m3
• The 

difference of 40,22 kWh/m3 is lost in domestic hot wa

ter supply, distribution and circulation system. Ex

perimentally the following percentage distribution of 

heat consumption for domestic hot water was found. 

Hot water production - 58%; heat losses in supply and 

circulating pipes - 20%; heat emitted by towel rails -

13%; heat losses in buildings (mains and risers) - 9%. 

These figures are expressed graphically (see Fig 5). 

5. Conclusions 

1. Energy consumption was investigated in a 

group of buildings to which heat was supplied from the 

central heat substation (CHS) and domestic hot water 

was produced for them in the same CHS. 

2. Energy consumption for domestic hot water 

production was established experimentally and it was 

during the different periods between 91 and 104 

kWh!m\ the average meaning 96.7 kWh/m3
• 

3. The following energy consumption distribution 

was established for domestic water heating from 9 up 

to 52.5rC - 56.5 kWh/m3 or 58.4%; for heating of bath

rooms by towel rails - 12.5 kWh/m3 or 12.9%; heat 

losses in domestic hot water mains (supply and circu

lating) - 19.1 kWh/m3 or 19.8%; heat losses in the 

mains and uninsulated risers of buildings 8.6 kWh/m3 

or 8.9%. 

4. The heat losses in the distribution district 

heating network were 2.4% of the amount of heat 

transported during the investigation period. 

5. The amount of domestic hot water was estab

lished per person per day. In separate buildings it was 

from 50 up to 75 I. 

6. The character of variation of domestic hot and 

circulating water parameters was recorded during a 

long continuous investigation. 
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SILUMOS Sl\NAUDl) TYRIMAS KARSTAM VANDENIUI 
RUOSTI CENTRINIUOSE SILUMOS PUNKTUOSE 

E. Thomas, A. Skrinska 

Santrauka 

Didzioji dalis silumos vartotojq Vilniaus mieste silum'l 
gauna is silumos tinklq. Placiausiai taikoma toliau apraSyta 
silumos tiekiamoji schema. IS silumos saltinio siluma 
tiekiama iki centriniq silumos punktq (CSP) dvivamzde 
sistema. CSP sildalas dalijasi i du srautus. Vienas naudoja
mas pastatams sildyti, o kitas karstam vandeniui ruosti. Vil
niaus miesto silumos tinklai yra uzdari, todd karstas vanduo 
ruosiamas greita~igiuose vamzdiniuose silumokaiciuose, 
kurie yra jrengti CSP, isskyrus tuos atvejus, kai silumokaiciai 
jrengti individualiuose vartotojq silumos punktuose. Dei to 
is CSP i vartotojq objektus yra pakloti keturiq vamzdziq 
tinklai. Du is jq skirti sildymo reikmems tiekiamam sildalui, 
o kiti du - buitinems reikmems naudojamam karstam 
vandeniui. 

Silumos S<lnaudos karsto vandens ruosimui yra labai 
glaudziai susijusios su voniq patalpq sildymu rankSluosciq 
dziovintuvais, kuriais teka buitiniams reikalams skirtas 
karstas vanduo. Tokiu budu dalis karsto vandens silumos 
nuo rankSluosCiq dziovintuvq patenka i voniq patalpas. Dei 
sios priezasties silumos S<!naudos karsto Vandens ruosimui 
negali buti analizuojamos neaptariant sildymo sistemos. 

Silumos S<lnaudq tyrimui buvo pasirinktas vienas is 
daugelio Vilnius miesto centriniq silumos punktq, kuriame 
pagal specialiai siems tyrimams parengt'l metodik<l buvo 
atlikti planuoti matavimai. Tyrimq metu debito ir silumos 
skaitikliais buvo ismatuoti sildalo ir tiekiamo bei cirkulia
cinio karsto vandens debitai ir suvartotos silumos kiekiai 
sildymui ir karstam vandeniui ruosti. Duomenq kaupikliais 
sie dydziai buvo registruojami viso tyrimo periodo metu, 0 

po to perkelti i kompiuterj ir apdoroti. 
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Nustatytos bendrosios silumos S<!naudos karstam 
vandeniui, kurios vidutiniSkai sudaro 96,75 kWh/m3

, ir at
skiri siq S<!naudq demenys: tik vandeniui SUSildyti, voniq 
patalpoms sildyti ir silumos nuostoliai skirstomuosiuose 
tinkluose bei pastate esanciuose vamzdynuose. Taip pat 
nustatytos vidutines karilto vandens S<lllaudos gyventojui per 
par<! bei karsto vandens vartojimas paros metu ir silumos 
nuostoliai skirstomuosiuose vamzdynuose, kuriais sildalas 
teka i pastatq sildyrno sistemas ir grjZta is jq. 
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